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Jbl 12 inch subwoofer with amp

OVERVIEW Of JBL's BassPro12-powered Subwoofer adds a bass explosion to your vehicle so you can really feel the effects of your music while you're driving. JBL designed this bass system to shine in a car environment, tuning in for tight and responsive low notes. JBL's BassPro12-powered subwoofer adds a bass
explosion to your vehicle so you can really feel the effects of your music while you're driving. JBL designed this bass system to shine in a car environment, tuning in for tight and responsive low notes. Power-based from 12 sub-enclosures BassPro12 has sub JBL 12 that really carries thunder with polypropylena cones and
hi-roll rubber environments. The built-in 150-watt amplifier is perfectly matched to the sub, so it won't eliminate when it's time to shake up. Use the amp wiring kit for power until BassPro12, and you've converted your car into a concert hall. The unique port for the compact design of the Enclosure features JBL's unique
Slipstream port, which offers shorter lengths with wide-mouthed openings that reduce the noise of ports and distractions. This means that JBL can build a more compact enclosure, and still gets a great performance from this hard-hit sub. The construction of a modest density fiberboard offers strength and durability in
extreme conditions, while carpets cover protecting your investments. READ LESS powered subwoofer enclosure12 sub with polypropylene conebuilt-in 150 watt amplifier RMS (450 watt peak)remote bass stage control including magnificent- and low-pasover crossover line stage input (40-200 Hz, 12 dB/octave)variable
bass stimulation (0-12 dB at 45 Hz)phase switch (0°, 180°)frequency response: 35-120 Hzfuse rating: 25Adimensions: 22-3/8W x 14-5/8H x 11-7/8D1 x 19-1/8D2warranty: 1 yearOur 60-day money-back guaranteeMFR #SUBBP12AM Amplifier: Power output from built-in amplifiers is 150 watt RMS (450 maximum watts).
The amplifier is sunk into the back panel of the barn (thermal sink fin stands out about 3/8). Signal Input: The amplifier has both speaker level input (harnessing) and line levels (RCA). The input sensitivity range is 50mV-4V for line input and 400mV-16V for speaker input. Crossover: The crossover point of the amplifier's
low pass is a constant variable from 40 to 200 Hz; the crossover slope is 12 dB/octave. Bass Boost: The bass stimulus stimulus circuit provides a variable signal boost (0-12 dB) centered on 45 Hz. LED status: There are two LED status indicators on amplifiers. Green LED lights to show amplifiers are turned on and
operate normally. A red LED light to show the amplifier protection circuit has been activated. The protection circuit activates and closed when the input voltage (power) is too high or too low, when the amp is too hot, and when there is a deficiency between the amp and the subwoofer. Cage Dimensions: Width: 22,375
Altitude: 14,625 Depth (bottom): 11,875 Depth Depth 9125 Remote paras control: The included remote control allows you to adjust the amplifier output level from the front of the vehicle. It can be mounted under the dash, on a glove plot, and so on, using a bonded 3M hook and coil fastener, and relates to the 16.5'
connection cables that are compacted in the RJ-14 connector. Remote control has the following dimensions: Width: 1,125 Altitude: 0.875 Depth: 2.125 (includes buttons and cables) Control: Automatic life: Two positions; on/off; when using the sound magnifying stage insert the amplifier will be turned on automatically
when it signals input. Phases: Two suis positions; 0° or 180°; sub phases can be easily reversed. Crossover frequency: Play button; set the crossover point to a low fit; variables from 40 Hz to 200 Hz. Bass Boost: Play button; change continues from 0 to +12 dB. Advantages: Play button; continued change from 50mV-4V
(line stage) or 400mV-16V (sound magnifying stage). Connection: Remote Bass: RJ-14 drive for use with remote-based stage fuses included: Fius-style ATO 25 single amp protect amplifier (fius replace included) Online Input: Stereo RCA jacks (female) Speaker Input: 4-pin plag for use with including high input abahs.
Power Input: Skru terminal for power, land, and remote turn; each will receive a spade terminal up to 0.33 wide (approximately). powerful cage style hatchback with one 12 subwoofer built in 150 watt RMS amplifier (450 watt peak) remote rating control including Q&amp;amp;; A ARTICLE Flipkart Internet Private Limited,
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